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Asmee Foundation comprises of development professionals, media professionals, 

corporate professionals, workers, activists, PhDs, MBAs, CAs, civil servants, bankers, 

consultants, and anyone else who brings their experiences, expertise, and perspectives to 

the organization. What unifies them is the common goal of improving the future of our 

children and youth of India 

Education is both the means as well as the end to a better life: the means because it 

empowers an individual to earn his/her livelihood and the end because it increases one’s 

awareness on a range of issues – from healthcare to appropriate social behavior to 

understanding one’s rights – and in the process help him/her evolve as a better citizen. 

Our mission is to improve quality of life and outcomes for children in shelters and to 

ensure that every child is able to fulfill their potential irrespective of his or her 

circumstances. 

Hence the name “ASMEE” that stands for the self respect and courage of kids and youth, 

the foundation is associated with, while they are facing the challenges of life to make it 

meaningful for themselves and their families. 

Our minimum target is to ensure that these children are able to live a life free from 

exploitation and are capable of managing emotional and financial life crises. 

However our real goal is for children we work with to end up on par with a stable middle 

class demographic that allows us to break the cycle of poverty and abandonment. 

1. Teaching Underprivileged Kids 

Last year our student's strength was 38 and volunteer teachers were 10. All our teachers 

are very qualified like Ph.D, M.B.A., M.A. and B.A etc. We had two classes Nursery and 

Prep. we were teaching them Hindi, English, Maths, EVS, Moral values and 

Activities(like storytelling, Rhymes and Drawing). 



  

 

 

 

2. Education Awareness Show 

We showed the educational movie to maids to make them understand the importance of 

education. 

 

  

 

3. 5th September (Teacher's day) 



  

 

We celebrated Teacher's day with them and told them the importance of this day. We told 

them the importance of mother and teacher in their life as mother is a first teacher for 

every kid.  

5. 14th November (Children's day) 

Children are very precious for all of us. we celebrated this day and told them about 

Chacha Nehru. To make them feel special we celebrated this day and distributed gifts and 

toffees. 

 
 

 

6. Winter uniform distribution 



As this was the time of winter arrival, we distributed winter uniform (blue pants and grey 

sweater) to all the kids .on this day we invited Kanawani Village's previous Pradhan Mr. 

Deshraj to distribute their winter uniform. In this winter uniform they were looking 

awesome. 

  

 

7. Christmas Day celebrations 

Santa Clause is a hero to all the chidren . every year we celebrate 25th Dec as Christmas 

Day. In this year we celebrated this day with our students and distributed colourful 

jackets, snacks and chocolates. On Christmas we distributed our half yearly examinations 

results. 

  

 

8. Picnic day 



We want to make our student very confident as our foundation's name signifies Asmee. 

For that we made a plan to visit Swaran Jayanti Park and Mac D with our all students and 

teachers. we played many games in park and ate burger in Mac D. Children and teachers 

enjoyed very much.  

 
 

 

 

9. Final result distribution day 

Finally the day had come when we came to know how much did our students learn this 

year? For our result distribution we invited local parshad Mrs. Sunita devi. We took their 

final examinations of all the subjects like Hindi, English, Math and EVS. Each was of 

100 marks. So final result was from 400 marks.      

 

  
 


